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CHAPTER SEVEN

Serninar 1975

Lacan's seminar of 21 January 1971was published in the third issue of
Ornicar? , the periodical of the dEartment of psychoanalysis at the
(Jniuersity of Paris VIII. The deprtment was reorganised in 197{5
under the direction of Lacan and the superuision of Jacques-Alain
Miller, who has become increasingly responsiblefor its administration.
It defned its programme as a cmtinuing reassessment of Freud's
discouery through the work of Lacan, and the deuelopment of closer ties
between psychoanalysis and othtr disciplines (linguistics, logic,
topology). Ornicar? was set up topublish information on the depart-
ment's teaching programme and resetrch projects. It appears fue times a
year. In Lacan's lilfetime, each issutincluded a draft oJLacan's currenl
seminar.

The seminar that follows, ther$re, refects Lacan's preoccupation
with logic and topology, as well ashis attempt to construct a possible
'matheme' of psychoanalysis whichhad come to predominate in his later
work. This was delfined in the frst isue of Ornicar? as theformulation
of analytic experience as a structure,tgainst the idea that such experience
is inffible. It appears in this seminar more as an examination of notions
such as '_for*' and 'consistency', which imply a presence or unity oJ the
subject, and which Lacan opposes with concepts and fgures from logic,
topology and the formulae of writtealanguage, which cannot be cohered
in the same way .

In this context, the idea of womn as an object of fantasy is taken

further. Lacan argues that woman's yosition in the sexual relatiott is that
of a 'symptom'for the man, whichterues to ward ofi'the unconscions,
and to ensure the consistency of hisrelation to the phallic term. Oncc
again Lacan underlines the precarious nature of any such consistency.

This fnal article is in many way elliptical, But it demonstrates the
close link hetuteen the question of Jwinine sexuality and that inuesli-
gation of the foundations of logic anl language, which was the constanl
emphasis of Lacan's work.

The 'seminar'o-f 21 'January 1775' was puhlislied 'in O?hicar?
(Lacan, 1975- ), 3 (1975), pp. 10+10.

16?,

T!.. qt.stion which arises ar rhis point in my exposition is the
following, answering to the notion of consiiteniy in so far as
consistency presupposes demonstration whit could be
supposed to be a demonstration in the real?

Nothing supposes it other than the consistency for which the
cord is acting here as the support. The cord is the foundation of
accord. And, if I make a leap, I could say rhar the cord thus
becomes the symptom of what the symbolic consists of.

Not a bad formula according_to the evidence of language -
wearing down to the thread fla cordel, used to designate the"wea, of
the weave. ruhen the thread shows through, It ,rr.rr* that the
weave is no longer disguised in what is callJd the fabri c. Fabric is
everywhere and always metaphorical in use- it could easilv serve

": 
.l image of substance. The formula wearing down to th; thread

clearly alerts us sufficiently ro the fact that'ih.t. is no fabric
without weave.

I h"9 prepared for you on paper a whole weave made up
uniquely of borromenean knots which could cover the surface of
the blackboard..It is easy to see rhar you end up with 

" 
h.*rllrrrl

pattern. Don't t!1nk that by cuming through arry one nexus 5rtrr.
weave you would set free any part whatsoevei of what it is tied
1o. !f yo-u cutonly one ring, then the six rings in between, rhere-
by freed, will b: .h:ld. in flace. by th9 six times three f.iit t.."1
other rings to which they are tied in borromenean f"shioi.

If earlier on I let slip prematurely rhe term symprom - it being
the law of language rhar somerhing should slip out before it can
be commented or: it is precisely b-..".rr. the symboli. p.trrid.,
the simplest metaphor for consiit.rr.y.

Not that the circular figure is not first of all a figure, that is to
say, imaginable, since the notion of good form w"as founded on
this very figure..It is the 

-appropriate 
-notion 

for making ,, biirrg
into the real its share of thilmiginary. And I would go"fr.rh., _
good form and meaning- are rt i".'The order of "-."rrG 

i,
naturally. configured by what the form of the circle derigrrrt.-, ,,
the consistency presupposed to the symbolic. It accolds with
thrs, as it were primary-, image. It took psychoanalysis to make us
see its connection with the order of thai body from whictr the
imaginary is suspended.

lUho doubts - in point of fact everything called philosophy has
to.this-day hung by this slender thiead jthat there is 

"i-, 
J.d..

other than that along which the body thinks it moves. But this

of z1Janu ary
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order of the body is no more explained for all that. Why does the
eye see spherically, when it is indisputably perceived as a sphcre,
whereas the ear hears spherejust as much, while presenting itself
as a spiral?

Would it throw any light on the fact that these two so rlltll-
festly differomorphic organs, if I may so put it, perceive sphcri-
cally if we were to consider things from the angle of my objet a?
The petil a could be said to take a number of forms, with the
qualification that in itself it has no form, but can only be thought
of predominantly orally or shittily. The common factor of a ir
thit of being bound to the orifices of the body. What repercus-
sions, therefore, does the fact that the eye and the ear are orificcr
have on the fact that perception is spheroidal for both of thenr?

Without the petit a, something is missing frorn any theory
having any possible reference or aPpearance of harmony. And
why? Bec"uie the subject is only ever supposed. It is its condition
to be only supposable. If it knows anything, it is only by beirrg
itself a subject caused by an object - which is not what it knows.
that is, what it imagines it knows. The object which causes it ir
not the other of knowledge fconnaissancef . The object crosses thir
other through. The other is thus the Other, which I write with r
capital O.

The Other is thus a dual entry matrix. The petit a constitutcr
one of its entries. As for the other, what can be said about it? ls it
the One of the signifier?

'Ihe idea is at least conceivable, since it did once enable mc t()
couple the One with my peti t  a. On that occasion, I  had used the
golden number [or] to introduce a factor which I had been led to
by experience, that is, that between this One and the a there is t t t l
rat ional ly determinable relat ion. Onc can never work out thc
ratio between the One and the a, in other words there is no rcas()ll
why by placing one over the other it should come out. T'hc
remaining difference would be as small as can be figured, lt
would even have a l imit.  but within this l imit,  there would ncvcl
be any corrjunction, auy coupling, of One and a-

Does that mean that the One of meaning has something to do
with the matrix which crosses the Other through with the m:rrlr
of its double entry? No, for the One of meaning is not to be cott-
fused with what makes the One of the signifier.

The One of meaning is the being, the being specified by thc
unconscious inasrnuch as i t  ex-ists, ex-ists at least to the body, l i l r
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the striking thing is that it ex-ists in discord. There is nothing in
the unconscious which accords with the body. The unconscious
is discordant. The unconscious is that which, by speaking,
determines the subject as being, bur as a being to be crossed
through with that metonymy by which I support desire, in so far
as it is endlessly impossible to speak as such.

By saying that a is that which causes desire, what I mean is that
it is not its object. It is not its complement, either direct or
indirect, but only that cause which, playing on a word as I did in
my first Rome discours e fEcrits (1953)1, is always a cause. I

The subject is caused by an object, which can be nored only in
writing, which is one step forward for theory.

In all this what is irreducible is not an effect of language. The
effect of language is the patheme, or passion of the body. But
from this language which has no effecr, what can be inscribed is
that radical abstraction, the object I write with the figure of
writing a, nothing of which is thinkable - excepr that everything
which is thought of as a subject, the being one imagines as being,
is determined by it.

The One of meaning hardly comes into it - it is merely the
effect of the One of the signifier, which in fact only works by
being available to designate any signified.

As for the imaginary and the real which are here mixed up with
the One of the signifier, what can be said about them? V/hat can
be said about their quality, what Charles Sanders Peirce calls
frstness, about what it is that divides them up into different
qualities? How, in this instance, can we separate out something
like life and death? Who knows where ro situare them? - since the
One of the signifier comes down as a cause on both sides. It
would, therefore, be a mistake to think that it is the imaginary
which is mortal and the real which is the living.

Only the common usage of a signifier can b-e callecl arbitrary.
But where does this arbitrary come from, ifnot from a structured
discourse?

Let me appeal here to the title of a review, which is currently
coming out under my auspices at Vincennes - Ornicar?2 lt is,
surely, an example of determinacy by the signifier. In this case,
the fact of being ungrammatical is merely to figure a category of
grammar, but, in so doing, the title demonstrates configuration
as such, that which, in the eyes of lcarus, merely adorns him.
Language is an adorning. It is all rhetoric, as Descartes stresses in
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the tenth rule. Dialectics can be conceived of only through thc
usage that it has in relation to a pathematically ordered common
r.tt., that is to say, to a discourse associating not the phonentc,
even taken in its broadest sense, but the subject determined by
being, that is to say, bY desire.

WTrat is the affect of ex-isting? ( - . . - ) What is it, of thc
unconscious, which makes for ex-istence? It is what I undcrlirtc
with the support of the symPtom.

I say the 
-function 

of the symptom, function to be understood
as the.f of the mathematical formula f(x). And what is the x? It ir
that part of the unconscious, which can be translated by a lcttcr,
in that only the letter makes it possible to isolate the identity ol'
self to self from any quality.

By underpinning the signifier which the unconscious consisn
of , each One of the unconscious is capable of being written dowlt
by r letter. Doubtless we could do with some convention. lJut
the strange thing is that this is exactly what th_e symptom, tltl-

controllably, btittgs about. Hence the aspect of the sympton'r ol'
never ceasing to be written.

Not long igo, .omeone I listen to in my Practice - and nothing
I say to yo, lo-.t from atrywhere else, which is prec-isely im

difficulty- someone articulated something for me, by linking thc
symptom to the dotted line. The important thing 

-is_the 
refercttct'

to *.iting as a means of situating the repetition of the symPtom,
as it presents itself in my practice.

The fact that the term came from somewhere else, from thc
symptom as defined by Marx in the social, does not detract from
the ippropriateness of its use in, !f I may lo p-u! it,.the private,
The 

'fact 
fhat the symptom should be defined in the social by-

unreason doesn't pi.tt"ttt its being distinguished, in the case of

the ipdividual, by att kinds of rationalisations. Every rationalisr'

tion is a particular rational fact, in the sense not of an excePtiott,
but of coming from anyone'

Anyone 
-,ttt 

be able to be an exception for the function ol'
.*..piion to become a model, but the reverse is not true - thc
exception does not come to constitute a model by its hanging out
wittr anyone. That is the common state of affails - anyone c.n
attain the function of excePtion belonging to the father, which rn
most cases, as we know, results in its verwerfung Iforeclosurcf
through the dependency it gives rise to, with the psychotic resuh
that I  have warned against.
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A father only has a right to respect, ifnot love, if the said love,
the said respect, is - you won't believe your ears - perversely
lpire-uersementf3 orientated, that is to say, come of a woman, an
objet a who causes his desire.

But what the woman thereby a-cquires has no part in the
matter. What she busies herself with are other objet a, being
children, in relation to whom the father does none the less
intervene - exceptionally in the best instances - in order to keep
under repression, in the happy me-deumlle juste mi-dieuf,a his own
version of his perversion [pire-uersionl. Perversio n fpire-uersionf
being the sole guarantee of his function of father, which is the
function of the symptom, as I have written it.

lt is enough that he be a model of the function. This is what the
father must be, in that he can only be an exception.

The only way for him to be a model of the function is by
fulfil l ing its type. It matters little that he has symproms provided
he adds to them that of paternal perversion lltire-uersion],
meaning that its cause should be a woman, secured to him in
order to bear him children, and that, of these children, whether
he wishes to or not, he takes paternal care.

Normality is not paternal virtue par excellence, but merely the
hrppy me-deum, mentioned above, that is, the hrppy un-
spoken. Naturally on condition that this un-spoken is not
glaringly obvious, that is to say, that one cannot immediately tell
what is involved in what it is not saying - which is rare.

Rarely does this happy me-deu,?r succeed. Which will enliven
the subject when I have time to take it up with you again. But in
an article on Schreber fEcrirs, (1951-6)], I already made the point
to you in passing that there is nothing worse than a father who
proffers the law on everything. Above all, spare us any father
educators, rather let them be in retreat on any position as master.

I was led to speak to you of a woman, since I tell you that fhe
woman does not exist.

The woman can perfectly well be delineated, since it is all
women, as you might say. But if women are'not all '? Then if we
say that the woman,is al l  women, i t  is an empty set. The
advantage of set theory, surely, is that it introduced a measure of
seriousness into the use of the term 'all '.

A womans - the questiorl can only be posed from the Other,
that is, from that which can be given a definable ser, a ser which
can be defined by what I have written up there on the blackboard
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as Q, or the phallus.
The phallus is not phallic jouissance.Is it, therefote, jouissance

without the organ or the organ without.louissance? I am Putting
questions to you in this form in order to-give some meaning -
regretfully - to this figure. And, making the leap, for whoever is

entumbered with the phallus, what is a woman?
A woman is a symptom.
The fact that a womatt is a symptom can be seen from the

structure which I am in the Process ofexplaining to you, namely,
that there is noTo uissance of the Other as such, no guarantee to be
met with in the jouissance of the body of the Other, to ensure that
enjoying the Other exists. A manifest instance of the hole, or
r"ih.. oisomething whose only supPort is the objeta -but always
in a mix-up or confusion.

In point of fact a woman is no more an objet a than is a man - rs
I said earlier, she has her own, which she busies herself with, and

this has nothing to do with the object by which she sustains
herself in any desire whatsoever. To make of this A-Woman it
symptom, is to say that phallic jouissance is equally her effair,
contrary to what is said.

The woman has to undergo no more or less castration than the
man. As for what is involved in her function as symPtom, she is

at exactly the same point as her man. We have yet to_ articrrlate
what .oir.tponds in her case to that real ex-is_tence I spoke of

earlier as thi phallus, the one over which I left you with your

tongues hanging out. It has no relation to the little thingummy
that Freud talks about.

The dotted lines of the symptom are in fact question marks, so

to speak, in the non-relation. This is whatjustifies my giving yotl

this definition: that what constitutes the symptom - that somc-
thing which dallies with the unconscious (see Figure 1)6 - is that
one believes in it.

There is so little sexual relation that I recommend you read I

very fine nov el, Ondine.T ln it you will see that in the life of r

man, a woman is something he believes in. He believes there ir
one. or at times two or three, but the interesting thing is that.
unable to believe only in one, he believes in a species, rather like
sylphs or water-sprites.' 

Whrt does it mean to believe in sylphs or water-sprites? Notc

that one says believe in, and that the French language even addr
this further emphasis - croire Y.
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Figure 1

To belieye in? What does it mean? If not to believe in beings in
so far as they are able to say something. I challenge you to find me
an exception to that definition. Were one dealing with beings
who could not say anything, who could not pronounce what can
be distinguished as truth and falsehood, then to believe in them
would have no meaning. This goes to show the precariousness of
this belieuing in, which the fact of the sexual non-relation
manifestly comes down to - a frct not in question, given the
overlapping ofexamples from all sides. Anyone who comes to us
with a symptom, believes in it.

If he asks for our assistance or help, it is because he believes that
the symptom is capable of saying something, and that it only
needs deciphering. The same goes for a woman, except that it can
happen that one believes her effectively to be saying something.
That's when things get stopped up - to believe in, one believes
her. l t 's what's cal led love.

It is in this sense that I have, on occasion, styled the sentiment
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as comic - that well-known comedy, the comedy of psychosis,
Hence the common saying that love is madness.

And yet the difference between believing in the symptom attd
believing ir is obvious. It is the difference between neurosis arrd
psychosis. In psychosis, not only does the subject believe in the
voices, but he believes them. Everything rests on that borderlinc,

Believing a woman is, thank God, a widespread state - which
makes for company, one is no longer all alone, about which lovc
is extremely fussy. Love rarely comes true, as each of us knows,
and it only lasts for a time. For what is love other than bangirrg
one's head against a wall, since there is no sexual relation?

Love can no doubt be classified according to a certain numbcr
of forms, neatly picked out by Stendhal (love as respect which is
by no means incompatible with passionate love, rror with lovc
based on inclination), but the chief form oflove is based on the fat't
that we believe her.

We bel ieve her bccause thcre has never been any proof that  s l rc
is rrot  absolutely authent ic.  But we bl ind ourselves.  This bel ieving
lrer serves as a stop-gap to belieuing in - something very seriotrsly
opcn to question. God knows where it leads you to believe thcre
is One - it can even lead you so far as to believe that there is Tltr,r

a bclief which is fallacious. No one says rhe sylph or the watcr-

sprite. There is a water-sprite, a sylph, a spirit, for some pcoplc
thcrc are spir i ts,  bt t t  i t  a l l  only ever adds up to a plural .

What wc need to know now is whether the fact  that  there is t to
bettcr  way of  bel ieving in,  than to bel ieve her,  is  an absol t r te
necessi ty.

Today, in rc lat ion to thc story of  the dotted l ines,  I  lurvc
introduced the fact  that  a woman is a symptom. This so matcher
analyt ic pract icc,  that ,  s ince nobody had said i t  before,  I  thotrgl t t
that  I  had bct tcr  do so.

Notes

'1 .  qui  (Luts(  toujou, ' r :  motto of  causal ist  thought,  l i tcral ly ' is  a lways a causc'ot
'kccps talk ing'  ( t r . ) .

2.  ( )nr i rar?:  rcfcrcrrcc to thc Frcnch exprcssiort  Mais oi t  r :st  dont Ornircr? t tscr l  lo

tcach school  chi ldrcn thc usc of  t t rosc corr ju l rct iorrs qovcrrr ing €lramnr:r t t ( r l
cxccpt iotrs ( l l r t i -s,  o i ,  dt tnc,  or ,  n i ,  car)  ( t r . ) .

3.  - t 'hc French for 'pcrvcrscly '  Qtcrvcrsemtnt)  has the prcf ix cuphoni t ' r l ly

cquivalcnt  to thc rrourr  peru'  ( ' father ' )  ( t r . ) .
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4. mi-dieu: substituting dieu ('god') in thc expression le juste milieu ('the happy
medium'); later there is a flurther pun on dieu and dit (that which is spoken)
( t r . ) .

5. Unefemme: in French, the indefinite article means both 'a' and'one'; Lacan is
placing Une Jemme ('A woman') in opposition to La Jemme ('The woman'),
and is also marking its relation to the category 'One' which he discusses
above (pp. 16,f-6) (tr .) .

6. Lacan's difficulty in many ways became greater in direct proportion to his
increasingly elaborated use of the theory of knots which he took from
Alexander (1928), and developed in relation to a possible topography of the
unconscious in his later work. As regards the texts translated here, the
sequence is at one levcl clear: from the early reference to castration ('we know
that the unconscious castration complex has the function of a knot', MP,
p. 75) - the insistence on the subjective and theoretical difficulty of the con-
cept - to the renewed stress against any myth of imaginary cohesion or con-
sistency ('knots lend themselves with difficulty to the image', SXXI, 9, p.2).
In this second sense Lacan's preoccupation with knots is part of what has been
his continuous attempt to find a formula for the difficulty of unconscious
processes which is not immediately cancelled by its own immediacy or
presence - hence his rejection of geometrical optics in favour of topology ('a
set of continuous deformations', SXXI, 6, p. 6). and the recourse to
mathematics ('l do not want to write up anything which could be taken for a
signified, nor lend to the signified any authority whatsoever', SVIII, 13, p. 5).
More recently the theory of knots has been used to stress the relations which
bind or l ink Imaginary, Symbolic and Real, and the subject to each, in a way
which avoids any notion of hierarchy. or any priority of any one of the three
terms: 'Thcse three terms: what we imagine as a form, what we hold as
circular in language, and that which ex-ists in relation both to the imaginary
and ro language, have lcd me to bring out the way in which they are l inked
together'  (Sci l icet, 617 , 7976, p. 56). Above al l ,  the cmphasis is, as always, on
rhe intricatc and inextricable nature of the ties which rnake the subject both
subject oJand to the unconscious: ' the unconscious, this knot of our being -
the word "knot", rather than the word "bcing", is thc one that matters - thc
being of this knot which is driven by the unconscious alone' (SXXI, 4, p. 5).
We can see this here, in the reference to the symptom (Figure 1) as that'which
dallies with the unconscious' (O, p. 168).

7. Ondine, rrovel byJean Giraudoux (Paris: Bernard Grasset, 1939) (tr.) .
8. La'.  the feminine definite art icle implying'The woman' (tr .) .


